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Abstract—Component-based models have been shown to ex-
hibit emergent properties but despite a plethora of definitions
and methods to identify emergence, practical semantic validation
approaches remain a key challenge. This paper proposes an
objective-based approach for semantic validation of emergence
in component-based simulation models. In contrast to current
methods, our approach describes model components in terms of
what they achieve rather than how they achieve it, and we exploit
reconstructability analysis in the validation of emergence. This
has the advantage of reducing the number of attributes used
to describe each component, and thus facilitates the application
of more rigorous mathematical formalisms for emergence valida-
tion. As an example, we detail how this methodology is integrated
into the life-cycle of our component-based model development
framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex systems often exhibit properties that are not easily

predictable by analyzing the behavior of their individual,

interacting components [7], [14], [17]. These properties, called

emergent properties, are increasingly becoming important as

software systems grow in complexity, coupling, and geo-

graphic distribution [1], [13], [14], [17]. Examples of emer-

gent properties include connection patterns in data extracted

from social networks [6], trends in big data analytics [8],

and power supply variation in smart grids due to provider

competition [3]. More malign examples of emergent properties

in computer systems include the Ethernet capture effect [20],

router synchronization problems [9], and load-balancer failures

in a multi-tiered distributed system [17]. Because emergent

properties may have undesired and unpredictable effects and

consequences, and unpredictable systems are less credible

and difficult to manage, techniques for the identification and

validation of emergent properties are becoming of crucial

importance. Despite ongoing research interest since the 1970s,

most approaches focus only on the post-mortem observation

of emergence in various biological, social, and AI contexts,

and less on measuring and advancing our understanding in

the cause-and-effect of emergence. A plethora of examples of

emergent properties have been identified and classified but few

have been measured and explained [5], [13], [16], [17].

In modeling and simulation, the possibility of emergent

behavior in component-based model development has been

highlighted since the 1990’s by Page and Opper [18], which

propose a formal framework for analyzing the complexity

of composition and emergence. A more practical perspective

proposes to look at the simulation code and highlight the lines

that generate a particular variable value [12]. Despite ongoing

research [4], [11], [12], [18], the validation of emergence

remains an important issue. An important challenge is the need

to abstract the component-based simulation model at two lev-

els, namely, the level of individual components or micro-level,
and the level of the composed model as a whole, or macro-
level. This abstraction is difficult to achieve in an automated

manner, and hence most approaches rely on a post-mortem

observation of the composed model simulation by a system

expert [12], instead of validating emergence without a-priori

knowledge [16]. Moreover, current approaches are applicable

to specific simplified models [16] and are not easily applied

to other models of increased scale or complexity [25]. There

is a need for a formal approach for the validation of emergent

properties that can be applied to a variety of component-based

models, both in terms of size and complexity, to increase the

confidence in the composed model [1], [16].

In this paper, we propose an approach for the semantic

validation of emergent properties in component-based simula-

tion models. Our two-step approach first identifies simulation

states that are candidates for emergence using an objective-

based specification of the model components. Next, towards

the semantic validation of emergence, we propose to highlight

the simulation states leading to and from the emergence

candidates. Our approach relies on the specification of a model

component as a meta-component that includes among others

a definition of the objective that the sub-component achieves.

In the first step, we compute the entire composed model

state and compare it with an objective-based reconstruction

of the system state. The states with a significant difference

are added to an emergence set. In the second step, we propose
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to highlight the states leading to and from emergence for a

better understanding of the composed model. We represent

the simulation execution as a Labeled Transition System (LTS)

[23] and analyze the semantic difference between the states in

the emergence set and the other composed model states. The

semantic difference is calculated using attributes and proper-

ties represented in our proposed component-based simulation

ontology. The contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly,

we propose an objective-based emergence validation approach

that does not rely on an a-priori identification of emergence.

Our novel approach uses reconstructability analysis [2] to

construct a composed model state from the specifications

of the individual model components and highlight candidate

emergent states. Secondly, for a better understanding of the

composed model, our semantic validation identifies the dif-

ferences between states in the composed model simulation to

highlight situations leading to and from emergence.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents

an overview of emergence concepts, and discusses current

work in validating emergence in complex systems and in

component-based modeling and simulation. We discuss our

objective-based proposed approach in Section III. Section IV

concludes this paper and presents future work.

II. RELATED WORK

An emergent property can be defined as “a property of an as-

semblage that could not be predicted by examining the compo-

nents individually” [1]. Common characteristics of emergence

include: radical novelty (features not previously observed in

systems); coherence or correlation (meaning integrated wholes

that maintain themselves over some period of time); a global

or macro “level” (i.e. there is some property of “wholeness”);

it is the product of a dynamical process (it evolves); and it

is “ostensive” (it can be perceived). The fundamentals behind

understanding different types of emergence lie in the assump-

tion that in any complex system there is a micro-level, the

abstraction level of each individual component, and a macro-
level, the abstraction of the composed model as a whole. The

micro-level properties are usually measured by observing the

component states, e.g. the collection of all variables and their

values, of each system component. In contrast, the macro-

level properties can be measured either as an aggregation of

all the states of the system sub-components, or by observing

the overall system behavior and observing trends. For example,

in a model of a flock of birds a change could be from non-

flocking to flocking behavior.

Three main types of emergence have been identified, namely

nominal, strong, and weak [1]. In nominal emergence, the

macro-levels depend on the micro-levels in the straightforward

sense that wholes are dependent on their constituents. Strong
emergence is a more powerful definition that assumes nominal

emergence, but introduces downward causation, which can be

informally defined as the influence of the macro-level on the

micro-levels. In contrast, weak emergence states that given the

properties of the parts and the interaction rules among them,

it is not trivial to infer the properties of the whole. In this

context, trivial is taken to mean “by-hand” human calculations.

That is, in order to identify weak emergence, one needs a

computer model and its simulation.

In the complex systems domain, emergence validation ap-

proaches can be classified in three main categories, namely,

grammar-based, variable-based, and event-based. Grammar-
based methods consist of two grammars, LWHOLE to describe

the properties of the system as a whole, and LPART S to describe

the properties obtained from the reunion of the parts [16].

Kubik [16] proposes the use of grammar systems, which

are symbolic devices composed from a set of grammars that

interact with each other through tapes on which each grammar

writes symbols. A formal grammar is a set of rules that

governs the formation of words using a set of symbols. This

paradigm applies easily to multi-agent systems, where each

agent can be represented by a grammar and the behavior of

an agent is represented by how it changes the symbols on the

common tape. Emergence is defined as the difference between

the properties of the system as a whole LWHOLE , and the

reunion of the properties of the system parts, LPART S [16].

To calculate LPART S, Kubik [16] proposes the superimposition

of each agent language defined by the grammar system.

Informally, LPART S is defined by the sum of the changes or

conditions the agents bring about the environment if they

would act individually in the system. In this superimposition,

LPART S is formed using a reunion operator for all possible

permutations of words created following rules that give higher

priority to the symbols generated by the agent grammar,

and less priority to the system symbols. While LPART S uses

the superimposition operator to highlight the behavior of

agents without considering the agent interaction with the

environment, LWHOLE is obtained as a reunion of all the

symbols generated by agents. This method does not require a

prior observation of the system to identify possible emergent

properties or behaviors, which makes it suitable for large-

scale composed models where such observations are almost

impossible. However, the nature of the formalism and the

computation of the composed model states make it difficult

to scale.

In variable-based methods, a specific variable is chosen to

describe emergence. Changes in the values of this variable are

said to signify the presence of emergence properties [22]. For

example, the centre of mass of a bird flock could be used as

an example of emergence in bird flocking behavior, as shown

in [22]. The approach uses Granger causality to establish the

relationships between a macro-variable, representing a system

property, and micro-variables, representing properties of the

system sub-components. This approach provides a clear and

easily measurable process to identify emergence because it

looks at measurable quantities found in the system state,

which is defined as the reunion of all sub-systems states.

However, finding a good variable to describe a system can

be a difficult task that requires system expert intervention

and extensive observations of the system. Moreover, Granger

causality handles only pairs of variables, and might not apply

when the macro-variable depends on more than one micro-
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variable.

In event-based methods, behavior is defined as a series

of events which change a system or a sub-system state [5].

The motivating example behind this work is that often when

a macro-level property is constructed from the aggregation

of component states, there is a loss of information with

respect to the cause of the emergent behavior. In particular,

it is not possible to establish which component interaction

is responsible for the current behavior. Towards this, the

authors propose the definition of simple and complex event

types. A simple event type signifies a change in a sub-system

state. It is associated with a transition and has a duration. A

complex event is defined as being either a simple event or

constituted from two complex events linked by a relationship.

This relationship is a temporal operator (meaning that there is

a temporal relationship between the two complex events) that

can optionally have descriptions of constraints related to the

environment or to the state of the two sub-systems.

The approaches described above can be categorized into a-
priori and a-posteriori methods. In a-priori methods such as

the variable-based and event-based approaches, there needs to

be a variable or a complex event that defines the emergent

property, respectively. The identification of this variable is

manual and might not be straightforward for more com-

plex composed models. In a-posteriori methods such as the

grammar-based approaches, a formalism guides the identifi-

cation of emergence as a difference between the outcome of

the interaction between the components in the system, and

the outcome calculated if no interaction between components

occurs. Ideally, the latter approach would be suitable for

complex composed models where a single variable to define

emergence is difficult to find. Our previous study [25] has

shown that both a-priori and a-posteriori methods can be

easily applied to specific classes of composed models, but

are difficult to apply on more complex composed models. The

limiting factor is the formalism employed, which needs to cater

for both high and low levels of abstraction.

The possibility of emergent behavior in component-based

simulation model development has been highlighted since the

1990’s by Page and Opper [18], which propose a formal

framework for analyzing the complexity of composition and

emergence. They propose a slightly different definition of

emergent behavior than the systems theory, using the given

components a and b that are composed as a�b, an objective

o, and the “satisfies” operator �. If a � o, then a satisfies

objective o. If a � o and b � o, but (a � b) � o, then we can

say that the composition is emergent. In a similar manner to

variable-based methods, Gore and Reynolds denote emergence

as a specific variable value and propose to highlight the

lines in the simulation source code that cause that particular

value [12]. They further propose a taxonomy for analyzing

emergent behavior based on reproducibility, predictability, and

temporality [11]. Reproducibiliy refers to the repeatability of

a simulation for a given set of inputs. Predictable behaviors

enable selective sampling towards testing user hypotheses.

Temporality distinguishes between the simulation reaching a

final state and residing in the final state. The proposed taxon-

omy allows system experts to classify a particular emergent

behavior. However, the identification of emergent behavior as

well as its validation are not addressed. Another approach

to identify emergence proposes to look at a measure of the

interaction between agents in an agent-based model [4]. The

interaction metric is an agent-specific counter that increases

as the agent interacts with other agents in the environment.

Emergence is said to appear if the interaction measure deviates

from normality. This approach provides a straightforward mea-

sure of emergence. However, the study considers only simple

models such as Conway’s Game of Life [10] and the flock of

birds model [21]. Moreover, cases where emergence is a result

of indirect interaction between agents are not addressed.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In our previous work, we proposed a component-based sim-

ulation model development framework called CoDES that

proposed a semantic validation of expected model behavior

[26]. In this section, we extend this framework for semantic

validation of emergent behavior. We present the required

extension in our component abstraction model and ontology

to support a new objective-based approach for semantic vali-

dation of emergent properties in newly composed simulation

models.

A. Extension of Component Abstraction and Ontology for
Emergence

Our framework consists of four main steps, namely concep-
tual model definition, syntactic verification, model discovery
and selection, and semantic validation. In Conceptual Model
Definition, a simulation problem is translated into a conceptual

model using a graphical editor with component icons, denot-

ing model component stubs, interconnected using connectors.

Syntactic Verification of the structure of the conceptual model

is automated using EBNF composition grammar [26]. Model

components in a syntactically correct conceptual model are

discovered in Model Discovery and Selection. Next, attributes

and behavior are instantiated in the composed model, and

semantic validation is performed. In the remaining, we em-

ploy an example of a simple model developed using model

components from the Queueing Networks application domain.

Examples of model component in a Queueing Networks are

source, server, and sink, as shown in Figure 4. A Source
base component generates jobs at intervals and passes the

job to the next component. A server component encapsulates

one or more service units and is served by a single queue.

Completed jobs terminate at the sink. In our previous work,

we validate expected behavior that arises from the interactions

of the underlying components. In this paper, we focus on

unexpected or emergence behavior arising from seemingly

unrelated phenomena.

Model components in a composed model are abstracted as

meta-components and a component Ci is represented as:

Ci = 〈R,Ai,Bi〉
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where R denotes required attributes, that are common to

all components and generally employed for version con-

trol, e.g. author, location, lastUsed, Ai denotes

component specific attributes, e.g. interArrivalTime,

numJobsServiced, and Bi represents component behavior

as a state machine. A component behavior is represented as:

[Il ]Sp[Δt] Condn−−−→ St [Ol ][Am]

where Il : the set of input data; Sp: the current state; Δt:
the transition duration; Condm: the condition(s) for the state

transition; St : the next state; Ol : the set of outputs; Am: the set

of modified attributes after the state change. The strings in Ai
and Bi are defined in our proposed COSMO component-based

ontology, as described below.

To support objective-based emergent properties validation,

each component Ci has an added objective o(Ci) that describes

what the component achieves. For example, an objective for a

Source model component in a queueing networks model would

be “Objective 1: generates jobs every 3.5 seconds on average”.

The objective is defined using both textual description and a

set of variables, var(o(Ci)), with a type and a range of values

that signify the objective is met. More formally,

var = {(type,values)|type ∈COSMO}
where the variable type is defined in COSMO, and can be

of primitive types such as int or more complex types such

as JobClass. The variables also represent a subset of the

attributes defined in the state machine. Thus,

o(Ci) = {(description,var)|var ∈ Am}
As such, the variables defining the component objective can

change value with transitions. When these variables reach

values in the specified range, the objective is said to be met.

For the Source component C1 in Figure 4, the objective can

be defined as

o(C1) = (description,var(o(C1)))

where

description = Generates jobs every 3.5 seconds on average

and

var(o(C1)) = {numJobsGenerated, interArrivalTime}
The attribute numJobsGenerated captures the fact that

the Source component generates jobs, whereas the

interArrivalTime captures the second part of the objective.

This objective-based definition of a component captures the

relevant attributes that define the component behavior. This

reduces the number of attributes considered in emergence

validation and permits the application of reconstructability

analysis. However, several assumptions are in place. Firstly,

the objective must be defined as specified above, by the

model component creator. Secondly, the variables defining the

objective must be already part of the component definition,

as specified by var ∈ Am. A higher level representation should

have these objectives defined as independent of the component

attributes, with additional rules specifying when these objec-

tives are met. This approach also has its disadvantages and its

study is part of our future work.
Capturing domain specific knowledge is of crucial impor-

tance to understand complex models [24]. We propose the

COSMO ontology for describing component-oriented sim-

ulation within and across application domains to support

discovery, reuse, and validation of the composed models

[26]. The COSMO hierarchy spans two main directions, as

shown in Figure 1(a). To achieve generality across domains

StateConstraint

Component

Data Transition

Condition

Attribute WorldviewBehavior

Time

DistributionDestinationOriginRangeType

HierarchicalComponent

BaseComponent

has_Attribute

has_Transitions

one_of

has_Condition
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has_Output

initialState
finalState

is_a

is_a

has_Behavior has_Worldview

has_Duration

one_of one_of
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has_Input

has_Constraints
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(a) COSMO Ontology Structure

Server

BaseComponent

QNBaseComponent

Distribution

HierarchicalComponent

Component

Sink

Policy

Source

serviceTimeMeaninterArrivalTimeMean

is_a is_a

is_a

is_a is_a is_a

has_ArrivalTimeDistr has_ServiceTimeDistr

has_Policyhas_IATime has_SrvTime
...

(b) COSMO Ontology for Queueing Networks

Fig. 1. Ontology for Component-based Simulation Development

and at the same time support specific domain requirements,

we include a model component oriented hierarchy of base

and hierarchical components, followed by a domain-oriented

hierarchy. The first level of COSMO describes components

with respect to their attributes and behavior, as discussed

in Section III-A. The classes for attribute, behavior, world-

view, transition, state etc., are defined in the ontology. The

addition of the Queueing Networks domain to CoDES is

reflected in the second level of the COSMO ontology as

shown in Figure 1(b). QNBaseComponent is added as a new

subclass of BaseComponent, with Source, Server, and Sink
as its subclasses. Besides having attributes and behavior like

their superclass, the Source component must have an interAr-
rivalTimeMean attribute and a arrival time Distribution, and

the Server component a serviceTimeMean attribute, a service

time Distribution, a numServiceUnits attribute, and a service

Policy. has IATime, has SrvTime, and has ArrivalTimeDistr,
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has ServiceTimeDistr are subproperties of has Attribute and

has Distribution respectively. Every newly added base com-

ponent in the repository must have a corresponding instance in

the COSMO ontology provided by the component developer.

Furthermore, new component attributes must be related to

previously existing attributes. For example, a new component

could have a different attribute name for the “hasIATime”

property, e.g “hasInterArrivalT”, which should be defined. The

COSMO Ontology is written in OWL DL and is developed

using Protégé.

B. Objective-based Semantic Validation of Emergent Proper-
ties

Our approach consists of two main steps: identification of an

emergence set, and validation of the composed model states, as

shown in Figure 2. In contrast to current approaches, we focus

fo
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im
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n 

st
ep

Individual
Objectives

Reconstructability
Analysis 

Calculated 
Composed Model 
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Simulation 
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Emergence Set

Emergence 
Set

Yes

No

Simulation

2. Semantic Validation of 
Component-based Simulation Models

Component-based Model

1. Identifying Emergent Properties

Calculate 
Distance 

Sr

DS(Sr, S)

Fig. 2. Objective-based Approach for Identification of Emergent Properties

on the representation of systems in terms of their objectives

to facilitate the automated identification and validation of

emergence. Firstly, a composition is defined as a “sum” of

its constituents and secondly we define objectives to identify

emergence. We devise a method of identifying the general

properties of the composed model based on the individual

properties of the components, by proposing a variation of

reconstructability analysis [2] for component-based model

development. While reconstructability analysis is designed for

abstraction of low-level connection of variables, we propose a

higher level of abstract that focuses on component properties

and their relations.

1) Identifying Emergent Properties: As shown in Figure

2, a simulation state is a candidate for emergence if it is

significantly different from a calculated composed model state.

At each simulation step, we propose to calculate the composed

model state from the states of its model components. This is

done using reconstruction, a sub-problem of reconstructability

analysis [2], which reconstruct a complex system from vari-

ables defining its sub-systems [27]. Once the composed model

state Sr is calculated, we compute the semantic difference,

DS(Sr,S), between Sr and the simulation state S. If this

difference is significant, then simulation state S is added to

an emergence set. All components undergo transitions and the

process restarts for the next simulation step.

In the reconstruction problem, each model component state

s(Ci)|o, is defined as the reunion of all variables var that

are defined in its objective o(Ci). s(Ci)|o denotes the model

component state is restricted to include only the model

component objectives. In contrast, the simulation state S is

defined as the reunion of model component states that contain

all model component attributes and their values (including

objectives). This restriction reduces state space explosion in

reconstructability analysis. The problem is then to calculate

a reconstructed composed model state, Sr, from the states

of its model components, s(Ci)|o. Towards this, we propose

to use a simplified version of a greedy algorithm adapted

from [15]. At each simulation step k, the algorithm calculates

1. initialize Srk = /0
2. do
3. select β ∈ {s(Ci)|o} to add to Srk
4. when γ(β ,Srk) is relevant
5. until desired size is reached

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of the Composed Model State Sr

the composed model state Srk. The algorithm starts with an

empty set Srk, and continuously adds states from the set

{s(Ci)|o|i= 1 . . .n}. The states β that are added to Srk are states

that are considered to be relevant by the measure γ(β ,Srk),
where γ is informally calculated as how statistically different is

Srk from Srk∪{β}, and from previous sets Sr j , j < k, calculated

at previous simulation steps. Currently, we propose a simple

measure of this statistical difference, by looking at the Mann-

Whitney-Wilcoxon significance tests over the sets of objective

variable values from Srk, Srk∪{β}, and the sets Sr j , j < k. The

study of probabilistic models as discussed in [27] is part of

our future work.

Next, we compare this theoretic, calculated state Sr, with

the simulation state S, defined as the reunion of all model

component attributes and their values. We employ a semantic

state distance metric, DS that looks at the difference between

similar attributes as defined in the COSMO ontology. The

semantic state distance, DS, measures the semantic differences

between component attribute values.
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Definition 1 (Semantic State Distance). Let
s(p) = [state(C1), . . . ,state(Cn)], s∗(q) = [state(C∗1),
. . . ,state(C∗n)]. The semantic state distance between vectors p
and q is defined as

DS(s(p),s∗(q)) =

n

∑
i=1

|ds(state(Ci),state(C∗i ))|

n

where ds(state(Ci),state(C∗i )) =

∑
ai∈A(Ci),a∗j∈A(C∗j )

d(ai,a∗j)

m ,
A(Ci) is the set of attributes for component Ci, m = |A(Ci)|
and d(ai,a∗j) is defined as

d(ai,a∗j)=

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if related(ai, a∗j ) and value(ai) = value(a∗j )
0.5 if related(ai, a∗j ) and value(ai) 	= value(a∗j )
1 if �a∗j ∈ A(C∗i ) s.t. related(ai, a∗j ) = true

where related(ai,a j) signifies that ai and a j are related in the
COSMO ontology.

Our ontology facilitates the calculation of the semantic

distance DS between composition states. This is done by

determining the similarity between component states (DS)

by calculating the semantic closeness in the ontology of all

component attributes (d). We propose a semantic state distance

rather than a pairwise comparison of values because the state

S contains a larger number of attributes than the calculate state

Srk, which only contains the attributes defining the component

objectives. If there is an unacceptable deviation in the observed

parameters, i.e. DS(Sr,S) ≥ ε , we highlight this state as a

possible emergence state and add it to an emergence set, ES
as ES∪{S}. We repeat this for the entire simulation run. At

the end of the process, the emergence set is shown to the user.

2) Semantic Validation of Emergence: After identifying the

emergence set, the component-based model is semantically

validated. We propose to validate the composed model us-

ing our deny-validity approach [24]. Towards the semantic

validation of composed simulation models, our deny-validity

approach subjects the composition to a battery of tests that

either discard a composed model as invalid, or increase the

credibility of the model that is not eliminated [24]. We first

eliminate models that have invalid model properties through a

process that uses support from model checking and ontologies.

At this stage, the validation process focuses on discarding

composed models in a three-step approach. Firstly, the com-

ponent interoperability with respect to exchanged data is

validated, using semantically-sugared attribute values from our

proposed component-based ontology. Secondly, we employ

model checking to validate all possible interleaved execution

schedules. From a practical perspective, we consider timeless

transitions. Thirdly, we introduce time and validate a meta-

simulation of the composed model, using properties specified

by the model composer. However, models that pass the first

validation stage may have valid properties but may still be

invalid when compared with a reference model.

In our previous work, we have proposed a time-based for-

malism for the representation of the composed model supports

the semantic comparison between a composed model and a

reference model [24]. In the formalism, a model component is

represented as a mathematical function of time and states. We

introduce formal definitions of validity that consider closeness

with respect to a reference model. We propose a semantic

metric relation to evaluate this closeness, considering attribute

and state relations in our proposed component-based ontology.

To validate emergence, we extend the proposed formalism

to analyze states from the emergence set. Previously, our

formalism permitted the definition of the simulation execution

as a sequence of simulation states, which were represented as

a Labeled Transition System (LTS) [23]. The formalism relies

on the definition of each model component as a mathematical

function, f , according to the definition below.

Definition 2 (Formal Component Representation). The formal
representation for a component Ci is a function fi : Xi → Yi,
where Xi = Ii×Si×Ti, and Yi = Oi×Si×Ti. Ii and Oi are the
set of input/output messages, Si is the set of states and Ti is
the set of simulation time intervals at which the component
changes state.

By representing a simulation component as a mathematical

function we leveraged on Petty and Weisel’s formal theory of

composability [19]. However, our approach differs by includ-

ing time and state as domain coordinates. Although a three co-

ordinate representation adds to the complexity of the validation

process, it allows for a meaningful and detailed definition of a

valid model. An example of an LTS representing a simulation

run for a simple queueing networks model is given in Figure

4. Each node in the LTS represents an annotated composition

state given by the tuple S j=1,m = [{state(Ci)i=1,n}, fin, fout ],
where state(Ci) is the state of component Ci, n is the number

of components, m is the number of simulation states, fin is

the function called to enter this node, and fout is the function

called for exiting this node. Edges are the function call fi in

the simulation run, and labels are the tuple <function name,
duration, output>, where duration represents the function

execution time. In this form of labelling, we consider the

duration rather than the time moment when the function

begins to execute because the time moments at which functions

start to execute are already ordered through the directed nature

of the LTS. For example, the LTS in Figure 4 specifies that a

transition from the composition state s1 (defined as a reunion

of all model component states) to the composition state s2

occurs because component C1, a Source component, executes

for a duration of 6 units and outputs the data O1.

We analyze the states from the emergence set (ES) to

understand the sequence of events leading to them. Following

the pseudo-code in Figure 5, we identify s as the LTS states

that are also in ES. For all of these states, we determine

the neighboring states snear, i.e. the states that have either an

outgoing edge towards s, or an incoming edge from s. We

consider only the neighboring states under the assumption

that it is these states that have the greatest impact on the

current state. For these states, we calculate the semantic state
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s1 s3 s5 s6 s7 s10

< f1, 6, O1 >< f1, 2, O2 > < f1, 2, O2 >< f3, 1,− > < f3, 1,− >

C1 C2 C3

s2 ... ...

DS(s6, s5) DS(s6, s7)

Fig. 4. Validation of States in the Emergent Set

1. for each state s in LTS
2. if s ∈ ES
3. for each state snear ∈ neigbours(s)
4. calculate DS(s,snear)
5. if DS(s,snear)≥ ε then
6. Emergent property found

Fig. 5. Pseudo-code for the Validation of Emergent Properties

distance DS, as defined above. If DS has a value higher than a

threshold, then the composed model has emergent properties.

It is important to highlight here that while for simple examples

as the one in Figure 4, the ordering of the states in the LTS

implies that each state has one incoming and one outgoing

edge, most composed models will have states with more than

one incoming, and/or outgoing edges. Moreover, while in

the previous step we calculated the distance DS between a

calculated system state and an observed system state, in this

step we calculate the distance DS between observed system

states that are candidate for emergence, and the rest.

3) Example: Consider for simplicity a model of a flock of

birds. Each component abstracts a moving bird, which changes

its position based on a set of simple rules that defines its

current position and the position of the other birds in the flock.

These rules are (i) separation - individual bird steer to avoid

crowding the other birds in the flock (ii) alignment - individual

steer towards the average herding of local flockmates and

(iii) cohesion - individual moves towards the average position

of local flockmates. The boid model has been shown to

exhibit emergent behavior of flocking, and of flocking after

encountering an obstacle, when the flock splits and reunites.

We define the model component objective as:

o(bi) = (description,var(o(bi)))

where

description = Fly northbound with an average speed of

20km/hour;

var(o(bi)) = {direction,speed}
For simplicity and for alignment with the previous example,

we discuss a simplified case where a) the speed of each bird

is calculated based on the distance from the center of the

drawing panel; and b) the calculated state Srk is calculated

at each simulation step by considering the reunion of bird

states when each bird in is executed in isolation. The latter

assumption limits the study of systems where individuals can

also function independently, as is the case for well-known

examples of emergence such as flocks of birds.
The simulation of the flock of birds is executed, and data

is collected. Our example employs ten boids that go through

a sequence of 20 position changes according to the rules

specified above. Initially birds are assigned random positions

on the drawing panel. At each simulation step, each birds

changes position according to the rules specified above. At

each step we collect the position of each individual boid, as

well as that of the center of mass of the flock of birds. Since

the positions of the entities are given as two coordinate values,

we reduce the number of variables by computing the distance

di from the center of the environment.
If each individual is executed independently, the direction

of flight does not change and remains northbound (e.g. “N”

in Table I(a)). However, the value of the distance increases

rapidly and each individual bird leaves the panel within four

simulation steps (e.g. “-” in Table I (a)). Tables I(a) and I(b)

present the collated results for individual runs and when the

whole group is considered respectively, for the first five birds.
(a) Independent Individuals

Bird 1 Bird 2 Bird 3 Bird 4 Bird 5
120, N 114, N 135,N 111, N 98, N

155, N 193, N 146, N 180, N 150, N

360, N 394, N 387, N 380, N 350, N

539, N 571, N 560, N 558, N 538, N

-, N -, N -, N -, N -, N

-, N -, N -, N -, N -, N

(b) Entire Group

Bird 1 Bird 2 Bird 3 Bird 4 Bird 5
53, S 209, N 128,N 67, S 43, N

45, S 174, NW 112, N 65, S 44, N

40, S 129, NW 88, N 60, SW 43, N

39, S 76, NW 59, N 51, SW 38, N

38, N 27, NW 42, N 34, NW 37, N

54, N 32, NW 48, N 11, NW 57, N

59, N 71, NW 69, NW 13, NW 75, N

56, NW 113, NW 100, NW 42, NW 94, N

58, NW 154, NW 136, NW 79, NW 118, NW

82, NW 195, NW 175, NW 125, NW 151, NW
TABLE I

OBSERVATION OF THE FLOCK OF BIRDS

Any state representing the data in Table (a) will be dif-
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ferent from the states in Table (b), with the most significant

differences appearing when flocking occurs. This is because

without flocking, there are still individuals that follow their

own individual flight path, similar to the case when they are

considered independently.

IV. CONCLUSION

Current approaches for the validation of emergent properties

can be classified as a-priori such as variable-based and event-

based approaches, and a-posteriori such as grammar-based

approaches. A-priori approaches assume that we know the

emergence properties before-hand. In this paper, we proposed

a new a-posteriori, objective-based method that allow us to

identify and validate new emergent properties. Different from

current approaches, our method specifies a model component

in terms of what it achieves, rather than how it is achieved.

The approach is divided into two steps and determines the

differences between a calculated system state and an observed

system state, through simulation. In the first step, we use

the objective-based definition to identify an emergence set,
which contains observed simulation states for which there

are significant differences between a system state calculated

through reconstructability analysis, and an observed simula-

tion state. The second step determines the distance between

the states in the emergence set and the other states in the

simulation run, and states with significant state distance are

highlighted as potential emergent. Unlike the grammar-based

approach, our objective-based method allows the potential

emergent set to be subjected to more rigorous time-based

formal mathematical validation. Secondly, we exploited a

modified version of reconstructability analysis to address the

common state explosion problem in representing component

behavior as finite-state machines. Moreover, the flexibility of

having elastic and high-level abstraction in the modeling of

components increases the potential to identify new emergent

properties. This is believed to be more closely associated with

the macro-level abstraction of the system under study. Lastly,

we demonstrated the application of our approach by extending

the component-based simulation model development frame-

work that we previously developed.
Despite our efforts as discussed above, there are a number

of open issues that we are currently addressing. Firstly,

reconstructability analysis requires several observations of the

composed model in order to determine the relevant variables

for reconstruction. Secondly, determining the threshold

value to distinguish emergence from the set of potential

emergence is a challenge. Towards these, we are working

towards applying our approach to study road traffic and social

networks models among others.
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